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BUY NOW PRICE WILL GO UP! THIS IS THE MIDNIGHT/BLACKOUT VERSION OF FLOWERS
AND SHIT. Use neon or bright colors to make these pages GLOW! Want some inappropriate,
Sassy, Sweary glowing shit? This book is a stress reliever with fancy glowing sweary words This
book will deliver lots of swear words and sas ! 28 glowing Pages to color 6 Bonus glowing
Mandalas 36 Total coloring pages! Some with glowing swear words

Single sided 60lbs Paper

suitable for most mediums! Including markers and gel pens Perfect for all the glowing swears
Pages do not go to the edges of the page making it easier to color them. Pages avoid Gutter
area.For optimal glowing Swearyness for your Colouring Portrait style pages What is included in
the book? Alcohol references, Insults, and swears, Swear, Swear, dirty and sassy sayings Along
with flowers of course! With a black background, Someone turned the lights out on this coloring
book! It glows. What are the sayings included in this glowing Sweary edition of Flowers and shit?
McNasty Do not ever doubt my ability to find shit out. Netflix and Chill? I look pretty and play dirty!
LameAss Don't marry rich, Be rich Love Fucking Hurts Strong women Get shit done! I got heels
higher than your standards Sometimes Life is too fucking complicated! If someone hates you for no
reason, Give that motherfucker a reason Anus Sexy Bitch Spank me Fucking fancy I own you
You're mine motherfucker I'm not a princess, I don't need saving. I'm a queen and I got this shit
handled. Flowers & Shit I tried to say no to the vodka, But it's 40% stronger than me. Badassy I
can't adult today Blow jobs are flowers for men! You are an asshole Just let Karma take care of
that bitch for you I'm allergic to bullshit and negativity. Classy, Sassy and a bit Smart assy,
Swearing is fun! Get this book and Enjoy these Swear words and funny sas words Adult swear word
coloring book swear word coloring book for adults sweary words swear word color book Stress
Relieving fancy sweary words Coloring flowers for adults
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I bought this for a coworker who was told to try adult coloring books by his anger management
counselor. He's a hypermasculine guy and the coloring books of flowers and mandalas at the local
bookstore were not doing anything for him.This coloring book is hilarious and also provides very
detailed images to color in, requiring the user to focus somewhat on what they are doing, which
requires them to set aside, at least temporarily, whatever is stressing them out.I also like that only
one side of each page has an image to color with the back of each page printed with a dark pattern.
The paper is thick enough that colors do not bleed through even when markers are used instead of
colored pencils.The pages can be easily torn from the book to be colored in or to be displayed once
done. Or like my coworker does, to be sent to random people via interoffice mail.I note that while the
images in the coloring pages near the front of the book seem to be fairly high quality, several pages
near the back of the book have images that seem to be based on low quality computer graphics.
The pictures seem to have very small details but it is difficult to tell what the details are as the image
is too pixelated for detail that fine. On some of these, the low image quality means there are light
gray pixels around the darker lines bordering the areas to be colored, which makes the pages look
sloppy and makes coloring them difficult. These pages are the reason I give this coloring book four
stars instead of five.I received a discount on my purchase of this in exchange for my honest review
of it.

I am looking for really fun presents for my adult friends that still know how to act like kids with me. I
ordered Flowers & S*** Midnight Edition: A Sassy, Sweary, And Terribly Inappropriate coloring book
for adults by Immature Coloring on . This coloring book is awesome. I wasnâ€™t to sure how many
of the pages I could post on because some of it may inappropriate to some- just not my friends and
I! Over a few glasses of wine I know that we will gossip and color pages from this book. The book
has so many designs to choose from and what I like the most is that some of the words blend in the
with the picture. As soon as some color is added to it is going to pop! The pages are thick enough
for gel pens which is what we choose to do. The additional mandela pages in the back are a bonus.

With all of the craze about how benficial coloring can be to relaxing and calming the nerves, this
coloring book is a great addition to the collection!I received this item at a discounted price or free for
my fair and honest review. I utilize reviews myself when I purchase products so I guarantee that this
review is honest and my true feeling about the product that I have described. I only purchase
products that I truly want/need and am willing to describe in detail when I review.

This coloring book rocks! I love the pictures in this and it's fun to color in. I normally bring it to work
with me because I work overnights and there's a lot of down time so I need something to do and it
seems like the proper place to take out my frustrations...haha. I love that some of the swearwords
glow in the dark. Wish I could put them up around work but I'm sure that would be frowned upon.
This would make a great gift for an adults birthday or even mother's day. I'm a mom and I do love to
swear so this would have been a perfect gift for me. I always say that I don't want to adult today, so
when I say that my friends, family and co workers know what I'm talking about. I just wanna be a kid
when things were much simpler. With that said this book has some fun swear words and some
pretty cool phrases in it. I hope you enjoy your copy as much as I've enjoyed mine! I received this
product for free or deeply discounted price in exchange for my honest and unbiased opinion, this
opinion is 100% my own!!

It's odd. Some cool sayings. Some odd. The pages that are opposite of the ones you color are kind
of dizzying to look at. Almost an optical illusion. The pages are thick, this makes it nice if you choose
to color with markers rather than pencils. The book does give you several pages and a good variety.
So far it is relaxing in an odd funny kind of way. I am enjoying it, there are also a few that are semi
appropriate for my almost 13 year old to enjoy with me. We tend to coot together and make it family
time as well as a stress reliever for me. All in all a fun relaxing time.

received this coloring book and was instantly happy with it. I am a grown adult who is very content
with coloring a page with the phrase "I can't adult today" across it. The pages are vibrant and easy
to color. It is the ippitomy of an adult coloring book. All of my friend that have seen it are jealous and
say that they need one!Being able to color something that isn't a cartoon or child oriented is fun. It
brings you back to your childhood coloring days. I plan to order this coloring book for all my friends
this coming holiday season! The price is completely reasonable too! Which is always a plus!One of
the pages says "spank me" and it is adorned in flowers all around it.It doesn't get much better then
this coloring book.And adult who loved coloring as a child needs to invest in this coloring book.I

received this product at a discounted price in trade for my honest and unbiased review. The
discount does not effect my feelings on this product.
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